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By Kazembe Olugbala Bediako

ShepsEnTchaas, 2011. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print
on Demand *****. Behutet is an urban Khamitic genre - a true blend of the ancient with the present
where dynamic characters transcend time. Behutet has skillfully created a new genre integrating
Khamitic cosmology into contemporary lifestyle. Before the creation of such Greek Heroes as Ares,
Poseidon, Zeus, Apollo, Hercules, Argamemnon etc., - there existed the Khamitic legend of Heru
(Herukhuti) of Behutet - who symbolizes the ultimate victory over evil! Many of the heroes of Greek
mythology conceal the Khamitic and the Cretan origins of Greek civilization! Ra Heru Khuti s life
suddenly changes when he unearths a suspicious ancient Khamitic (Egyptian) text, the Papyrus Am
Tuat. The mysterious Papyrus is sought by the evil genius Sethe who will stop at nothing, including
murder, conspiracies and mayhem to get his hands on the Papyrus and rebuild his evil empire.
Stinking Face, a ghastly personality of Sethe, brutally assaults Amseth, Ra Heru Khuti s mother, in
pursuit of the Papyrus. Then one of Sethe s henchmen, Ap, attacks Bast who is very close to Ra
Heru Khuti. Sekhet, Bast s sister, retaliates with her laser-like burst of...
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ReviewsReviews

An exceptional ebook along with the font applied was interesting to read through. it was actually writtern really completely and beneficial. Once you begin
to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr. Hector Cole Jr.-- Mr. Hector Cole Jr.

This written pdf is wonderful. It can be writter in easy phrases and not di icult to understand. Your lifestyle span will likely be enhance once you full
looking over this ebook.
-- Juanita Reynolds-- Juanita Reynolds
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